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Introduction
Using SAP NetWeaver Portal you can structure all your content in a role-based manner. You can use the
Top Level Navigation (TLN) or the Detailed Navigation (DTN) to browse the user-specific navigation
structure. Using the portal navigation capabilities, every application running as portal content (i.e., every
page or iView) can programmatically trigger navigation steps to other iViews or pages.
For some scenarios it is sufficient to navigate to a concrete iView or page using relative or absolute page
navigation (as described in the last part of this series), but sometimes you need much more flexibility to
define the needed navigation target.
Therefore there is object-based navigation, which allows defining navigation steps on a higher semantic
level. Instead of defining a concrete target URL you define an operation of a business object. For example,
you define that you want to trigger the Display operation of a Customer business object. The iView or page
that is used as an implementation of the operation is configured within the SAP NetWeaver Portal and could
be defined role- or even user-specific.
It is out of scope of this document to describe in detail how to configure the entire object-based navigation
scenario. Look for specific documentation at help.sap.com or sdn.sap.com.
From the Web Dynpro perspective, the integration of object-based navigation is very similar as the usage of
the absolute or relative portal navigation. Normally you have to add some Java Script coding to your iView,
which triggers the object-based navigation. But as this is not possible for a Web Dynpro application (since
Web Dynpro applications are implemented in a client–abstract manner), the Web Dynpro runtime offers a
specific WDPortalNavigation service to define the required parameters.
The following document describes the triggering of object-based navigation within a Web Dynpro application.
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The WDPortalNavigation Service
To access any page or object-based navigation functionality within a Web Dynpro application you have to
use the WDPortalNavigation service. This service provides access to all needed parameters and
functionalities. You do not have to define any specific reference to this service to access it, because it is a
generic part of the Web Dynpro Runtime.

Trigger an Object-based Navigation
To trigger an object-based navigation for a specific operation of a certain business object using the
WDPortalNavigation service you have to use one of the defined navigateToObject() or
navigateToObjectWithSpecificOperation() methods. Depending on the used signature there are
the following parameters available:
•

system
You have to specify the system (alias), to which the business object is assigned. s a mandatory
parameter.

•

businessobjType
You have to define the used business object using this mandatory parameter.

Furthermore there are some optional parameters available:
•

objValue
Normally there are a lot of different instances for one business object. A typical example would be
the usage of a business object Customer. To specific which concrete customer should be used for
the object navigation step you have to specify the object value, i.e. in our example the customer ID.

•

operation
Using the operation parameter you can specify which operation should be used for the object
navigation step. If you do not define the operation the so-called default operation of the defined
business object is used automatically.

•

objValueName
The specified object value is transported as one URL parameter to the iView or page implementing
the defined operation of the business object. The default name of this parameter is ObjectValue.
You can specify another parameter name using the objValueName parameter if needed.

•

businessParameters
Besides the object value name you can define any other parameters, which should be passed
through the object navigation step. An example for a possible parameter string is
Mode=Edit&ShowHeader=false.
These parameters could be used by the object-based navigation destination. Please keep in mind
that for the object-based navigation there are the same restrictions and guidelines regarding the
encoding of the values of the defined business parameters. For more details please check the part 2
of this series describing absolute and relative portal navigation.

•

forwardOBNMetaData
Sometimes it is useful for the object-based navigation destination to know more about the current
navigation step. For example, if you implement a Web Dynpro application that acts as an
implementation for different operations of a business object, the Web Dynpro application has to know
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which operation is triggered by the navigation step. Therefore you can forward the following
parameters:
o

obn.system
The system the business object is assigned.

o

obn.bo_type
The business object itself.

o

obn.operation
The name of the triggered operation. If the default operation is triggered the value is
_default_.

Use the IUserObjectBasedNavigation Service
Using the WDPortalNavigation service as described above you can trigger an object-based navigation
for a certain operation of a business object. To realize a user-friendly user interfaceI, a second service is
available which provides a set of useful functionalities. This is the IUserObjectBasedNavigation
service.
Defining a the Needed Reference
IUserObjectBasedNavigation is a service provided by the SAP NetWeaver Portal (i.e. a so-called
portal service). You have to define a specific sharing reference for each Web Dynpro project using this
service.
The following screenshot demonstrates the definition of this sharing reference:

To get more information how to access a portal service within a Web Dynpro Java application, please have a
look to part 6 of this series.
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What is a Valid Operation?
As mentioned above you define the navigation destination of an object-based navigation step on a higher
semantic level as a concrete target URL. This concrete target URL depends on the configuration for the
current role or user. Therefore sometimes it could happen, that for a specific role or user there is no
destination configured for a certain operation of a certain business object. Therefore this operation is invalid
for this role or user.
A valid operation is an operation with an defined destination (i.e. there is an iView or page in one of the user
roles implementing the requested operation).
Check for a Valid Default Operation
Sometimes it is useful to know whether or not a business object has a valid target for any operation (i.e., if
there is a valid target for the default operation).
The following code example demonstrates how to do this:

// Get a reference to the OBN service
IUserObjectBasedNavigation obnService
=(IUserObjectBasedNavigation)
WDPortalUtils.getServiceReference(IUserObjectBasedNavigation.KEY);

// Get the current user
IUser user = null;
try {
user = WDClientUser.getCurrentUser().getSAPUser();
} catch (WDUMException e) {
wdComponentAPI.getMessageManager().reportException(
"Failed to get current user: " + e.getLocalizedMessage(), true);
}

// Define the system and the business object
String system = “MySystem”;
String bo = “customer;

// Call the service
boolean hasValidDefaultOperation =

obn.isTargetExist(system, bo, user);

You can also use this function to make sure to render the correct UI element depending on the configuration
for the current user or to enable or disable a LinkToAction UI element, which is used to trigger the objectbased navigation for the default operation.
Check for a Valid Operation
The following code example shows how to check if a certain operation has a valid target:
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// Get a reference to the OBN service
IUserObjectBasedNavigation obnService
=(IUserObjectBasedNavigation)
WDPortalUtils.getServiceReference(IUserObjectBasedNavigation.KEY);

// Get the current user
IUser user = null;
try {
user = WDClientUser.getCurrentUser().getSAPUser();
} catch (WDUMException e) {
wdComponentAPI.getMessageManager().reportException(
"Failed to get current user: " + e.getLocalizedMessage(), true);
}

// Define the system, the business object and the operation
String system = “MySystem”;
String bo = “customer;
String operation “Display”;

// Call the service
boolean operationHasValidTarget
=

isTargetExistsForOperation(system, bo, operation, user);

Get the List of Valid Operations
Besides the possibility to check for a valid default operation or for a valid target for any operation, you can
use the IUserObjectBasedNavigation service also to get the list of valid operations for a certain
business object. The following code example demonstrates how to do this:
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// Get a reference to the OBN service
IUserObjectBasedNavigation obnService
=(IUserObjectBasedNavigation)
WDPortalUtils.getServiceReference(IUserObjectBasedNavigation.KEY);

// Get the current user
IUser user = null;
try {
user = WDClientUser.getCurrentUser().getSAPUser();
} catch (WDUMException e) {
wdComponentAPI.getMessageManager().reportException(
"Failed to get current user: " + e.getLocalizedMessage(), true);
}

// Define the system and the business object
String system = “MySystem”;
String bo = “customer”;

// Get the list of valid operations
List operations = obn.getTargets(system, bo, user);

// Fill dynamically a context node with the operation information
IMyTestView.IOperationsElement newOperation = null;

for (Iterator iter = operations.iterator(); iter.hasNext();) {
IOBNTarget target = (IOBNTarget) iter.next();

newOperation = wdContext.nodeOperations().createOperationsElement();
newOperation.setCaption(target.getOperationFriendlyName());
newOperation.setName(target.getOperationName().lastIndexOf('/') + 1));
wdContext.nodeOperations().addElement(newOperation);
}
You can display a list of operations in any way you want, for example in a DropDownByIndex UI element.
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Use a Web Dynpro iView as a Target
To use a Web Dynpro based iView as a target for an object-based navigation you have to do the same steps
for any other iView. To make sure that the forwarding of parameters works fine for the Web Dynpro iView
you have to change the JS code, which is used by the object-based navigation to define the object value
manipulation.
For each operation, your Web Dynpro iView should act as a target (or implementation). To do so, define the
following JS code:

return \'DynamicParameter=\' + objValue;

The following screenshot shows the object-based navigation editor for a Web Dynpro iView. You can see
also the defined JS code:

The Web Dynpro OBNTester
The Web Dynpro OBNTester is a test and demo tool to get more familiar with all the described object-based
navigation capabilities of the SAP NetWeaver Portal. The Web Dynpro OBNTester is an example described
in detail in the Praxisbuch Web Dynpro for Java / Maximizing Web Dynpro for Java (please have a look at
the last chapter of this article).
The following screenshot shows the Web Dynpro OBNTester.
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The Web Dynpro OBNTester
For example, using the Web Dynpro OBNTester you can easily check whether or not there is a valid
operation for an operation of a business object or check the list of all operations.

Further Information
To get more information especially about extended features of the SAP Application Integrator we would like
to bring to your attention to a new Web Dynpro for Java book. The German version Praxisbuch Web Dynpro
for Java is available now – the English translation Maximizing Web Dynpro for Java will follow soon.

Praxisbuch Web Dynpro for Java
“Maximizing Web Dynpro for Java” is aimed at Web Dynpro developers who already have development
experience but want to go to the next level. As members of the Web Dynpro development team, the authors
of this book are expert at revealing tips and tricks for avoiding inefficiencies and pitfalls. They cover many
areas including the SAP NetWeaver Development Infrastructure, component-oriented application design,
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portal integration, object-based navigation, installation tips, configuration and administration, and more.
There are also complete examples on how to write web service or portal-based applications.
Note: This book is currently available in German only. The English version will be released in
August/September 2006. You can order the book through SAP or Amazon.com.

Maximzing Web Dynpro for Java
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